
OHAPTEE X,

WHAT IS NOl’ SEDITION.

The latter part of section 124A, whicU is comprised in the 
second and third Explanations, states in express terms what is 
to be excluded from the purview of the first part.

The substaace of these two Explanations may be conveni- 
ently formulated thus

‘ flnmmants expressing disapprobation of—
(а) the measures of the Government, with a view to obtain

tbeir alteration by lawful means, or
(б) the administrative or other action of the Govern

ment,
without exciting or attempting to excite harted, contempt or 
diaafiection, do not constitute an offence under this section.* 

The object of the provision contained in clause (&), as has 
been already pointed oat, was to includc comments upon past 
notion of the Government which was irrevocable. The former 
explanation which, as will be remembered, had given rise to 
misconceptioiis in more than one trial, was recast in 1898. In 
its present form its meaning is clearer, though its purpose is 
still the same.

In commenting on this branch of the section, in Tilalc’s case, 
Justice Straohey said:—“  You wilFobserve that the section con- 
aists of two paits: first, a general clause, and then an explanation, 

e njiiect of the ea^lanation is a negative one, to show that 
H»cts which might otherwise be regarded as exciting or 

to excite disaSeotion are not to be so regarded.”  
'Sject of the explan^on,”  ho continued, “ is to 

Vnalism and bond y^eoriticisms of public measoi êa 
Hth a view to their improvement, and to the 

'^ee and abuses; and to distinguish this 
apen or disguised, to make the people 

iis a jouxnalist observes this distinO'



“  It Btwras to me,”  lie added, “ that this view of the law 
secures all the liberty which any reasonable man can desire, 
and that to allow more would be culpable weakaess, aud fatal 
to the iuterests not only of the Goveinmeut but of the people."

An analysis of this branch of the section reveals the fact' 
that it is composed of two essential elements. The first is that 
the inatter in question must in fact consist of comments, and,' 
secondly, that the disapprobation, which they may express shall 
he within certain limits.

This again has been expounded by Justice Strachey in 
the clearest terms as follows :—“  The most important point 
for you to bear in mind is that the thing protected by 
the explanation is ‘ the making of comments on the measures 
of the Government ’ with a certain intention. This shows 
■that the explanation has a strictly defined ond limited 
scope. Observe that it has no application whatever unless 
you can come to the conclusion that the writings in ques
tion can fairly and reasonably be construed as ‘ the making 
•of comments on the measures of Government.’ It does not 
apply to any sort of writing except that. It does not apply to 
«,ny writing which consists not merely of comments npon 
Government measures, but of attacks upon the Government 
itself. It would apply to any criticisms of legislative enactments, 
such as the Epidemic Diseases Act, or any particular tax, or 
•of administrative measures, such as the steps taken by tlie 
Government for the suppresaion of plague or famine. But 
if you come to the conclusion that these writings are an attack 
not merely upon such measures as these, but upon the Govern
ment itself, its existence, its essential characteristics, its motives 
or its feelings towards the people, then you must put aside the 
explanation altogether, and apply the fiisfc part of the section.”

It will thus be seen, in the first place, that the protection 
afEorded by the second branch of the section is only extended 
to what may be legitimately called “ comments ”  on the action 
of the Government. If the matter in question is really only an 
attack on the Government itself, under the guise of criticism  ̂
the saving dause would have no application at all.

Then, in the second place  ̂the disapprobation expressed in 
the oomments, if in fact they be such, is strictly ttiioumaciibed.
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It is pubject to the restiiotions imposed by the first part of th& 
section, and if it violates these it is sedition. It must not excite, 
or tend to excite, disaffection.

The distinction between exciting “ disapprobation”  and 
exciting “ disaflection”  has been also very clearly demonstrated 
by Justice Strachey, as follows:— ‘ ‘ This distinction is the 
essence of the section. It shows clearly what a public speaker 
or writer may do, and what he may not do. A man may 
oritidse or comment upon any measure or act of the Govern
ment. whether legislative or executive and freely express his 
opinion upon it. He may express the strongest condem
nation of such measures and he may do so severely, and even 
unreasonably, perversely and unfairly. So long as he confines 
himself to that he will be protected by the explanation. But 
if he goes beyond that, and, whether in the course of comments 
upon measures or not, holds up the Government itself to the 
hatred or contempt of hia readers—as, for instance by attri
buting to it every sort of evil misfortune sulTered by the people, 
or dwelling adversely on its foreign origin and character, or 
imputing to it base motives, or accusing it of hostility or 
indifference to the welfare of the people—then he is guilty under- 
the section, and the explanation will not save him.”

In this connection the observations of Sir L. .lenkins, C. J,, 
at the trial of “Vinayek (2 Bom. L. E., 307) must be referred to. 
His Lordship’s remarks have reference to the explanation after 
it was recast in 1898, and were as follows :— ‘ ‘ It has always been 
the policy, and is the policy of the law to allow free criticism^ 
and almost, one may say, unrestrained criticism and comment 
on officers of State, on Judges, on measures of Government, and 
on Government itself, but it is subject to this qualification that 
this freedom must not be abused, so as to become a source of 
danger to the State. It is only when a man oversteps these 
very wide bounds and limits that he brings himself within the 
reach of the law. With a view to securing this freedom and 
liberty the second and third explanations have been framed, 
fr«m which you will see that measures of administration and 
other action of Government are open to an expression of disap., 
probation, subject only to this that if the expression of dis- 
agprobation evidences an attempt to excite feelings hostile to-
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'Government, of the kind indicated in the aeotion, then its author 
is liable to be punished.”

Similar views were expressed by Justice Batty, a few years 
later, in the case of Emperor v. BJiashw (8 Bom. L. E., 441). 
■“ Changes in policy,”  he said, “ and changes ia measures 
are liable to criticism, and to oritioise and urge objections to 
them is the special right of a free Press in a free country. The 
British, nation has always specially boasted that it had a free 
Press, but the freedom of that Press ia conditional upon one 
thing ; every liberty is given to all men to express their opinions 
80 long as they do not misuse or abuse that power to the injury 
of others, including among injuries to others, injury to the State. 
It is only on that condition that it is possible to have a free 
Press.”

Tt is the same in England (see Ghs. ii—in).
It may be said, then, that the second branch of section 124A 

which is comprised in the second and third explanations 
prescribes the limits of free criticism by speech or pen, in terms 
which are no longer ambiguous. The restrictions imposed have, 
moreover, been so clearly explained by judicial authority, that 
misapprehension is hardly possible.

In this connection, however, it is necessary to bear in mind 
a fact -which has been well established since the days of Lord 
.Mansfield. It is that on a charge of seditious libel, the plea 
«an never be taken either that the libel was true or for the pub
lic benefit. In this respect it differs from a common libel, and 
it is well that it should be so, in the interests of the State.

This proposition has been stated by Sir L. Jenlcins, C. J., 
in Luxman’ s case (2 Bom. L. E., 298) as follows:— “ Even if 
there were a grievance, and even if it could be said that the articles 
■are based on that which is true, still i£ these articles are such 
as to create feelings of hatred, contempt, or disafieotion the 
truth would be no answer to the charge, though it might in
fluence the measure of punishment which it wbuld be proper 
to inflict. The truth of a grievance constitutes no excuse for 
•seditious or criminal publications or writings which it calls iato 
existence."

And so also Sir John Edge, C. J., in delivering the opinion of 
the Full Bench in the case of Atr^a Prasai (see Ch. w ) said



“ ■When it is ascertained that the intention of the speaker, 
wi'iter, or publisher, -was to excite feelings of disaffection to- 
tlie Government establiaied by law in British India, it is im
material whether or not the words spoken, -written, or published 
could have the effect ol exciting such feelings of disafl’ection, and! 
it is immaterial whether the words were true or were false.”  

There are, moreover, certain well-established rules, pres
cribed by judicial authority, which are always observed, for 
the constEuction of seditious matter, and in particular that 
which professes to be merely critical.

The first is a rule which was laid down in Sullivan’ s case in 
1868 by Lord Fitzgerald (see Gli. ii). It is that in forming an 
opinion as to the character of any matter charged as seditious, 
it must be looked at aa a whole, freely and fairly, without giving 
undue weight to isolated passages.

His lordship charged the jury in these terms “  In dealing 
with the articles you should not pause upon an objectionable 
sentence here, or a strong word there. It is not mere strong 
.language, or tall language, or turgid language that should in
fluence you. You should, I repeat, deal with the articles in a 
free, fair, and liberal spirit.’ ,’

Sir C. Petheram, C. J., in the Bangohasi case, referred" in 
his charge to these weighty observations as follows :— ‘ ‘ It wilL 
be for you to come to a decision on the tone of these articles. 
You must not look to single sentences or isolated expressions,, 
but take the articles as a whole, and give them a full, free, and 
generous consideration, as Lord Fitzgerald has said; and even 
allowing tie  accused the benefit of a doubt, you will have to say 
whether the articles ate fair comments and merely expressions, 
of disapprobation, or whether they disclose an attempt to excite 
enmity against the Government.”

Justice StTachey, in Tilak’ s case, charged tie  jury in pre
cisely similar- terms when he said;— “  In]udging of the intention 
of the writer or publidier, you must look at the articles as a whole' 
giving due weight to every part., It would not be fair to judge 
of the intention by isolated passages or casual expressions, with
out reference to the context. You must consider each passage 
in. connection with the others, and with the general drift of the 
whole. A, journalist is not, expected to write with the aobuiacy
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and precision of a lawyer or a, man of science ; he may do Hm- 
self injufltice by hasty expressions out of keeping with the 
general character and tendency of the articles, It is this general 
character and tendency that you must judge the intention by 
looking at every passage so far as it throws light upon this.”

Sir L. Jenkins, C. J., in Luxman’s case (2 Bom. L. B., 298) 
■enunciated the same rule in these terms :—“ These three articles, 
or translations of them, have been placed before you, and what 
I shall ask you to do is to read them through yom-aelveB and 
consider them carefully in order to determine what is their true 
construction, what is their real tendency, and what is their 
natural effect upon the minds of those into whose handa they 
come. I must warn you that you must not fasten upon a single 
fltrong phrase or a single strong word, but you must consider the 
articles as a whole—each article as a whole and all three together 
—and, reading them in a liberal spirit, it will be for you to say 
whether you think there is any doubt that they were in fact an 
attempt to create feelings of hatred, contempt, or dieafEection 
against the Government.”

The meaning of this rule appears to be that, in construing 
an article or a speech, due weight must be given to every part 
of it and undue weight to none. But this does not mean that par
ticular passages, probably couched in stronger language than the 
rest, are therefore to be disregarded. Experience shows that 
particular passages frequently give the whole article or speech 
its character. It often happens, in cases where the meaning 
is studiously veiled, that a particular passage will give the 
■necessary clue to a proper construction of language which would 
be otherwise unintelligible. An illustration of this may be 
found in niunerous articles which have appeared in the reported 
cases, and notably in a case decided by the Calcutta High Court 
'(see Ohs. xiv—xv), and known as the Rungjaur Bartaiaha case 
<38 Cal, 214).

On the other hand, it is obvious that the accused must 
not be prejudiced by the improper use of such passages. “  It 
would not be fair,”  as Justice Strachey says, "  to judge of the 
intention by isolated passages or casual expressions -vnthQut 
reference to the context.”  But that is quite another , thing.
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AnotJier important nib, and one wMcli is invariably put in 
ptactice in. trials for sedition, autliorises tlie use of collateral 
matter, which is not within the charge, for the ptu'pose of show
ing the animus of the accused, and of throwing light on the 
meaning of the language employed by him.

Section 14 of the Evidence Act provides that “  Facts show
ing the existence of any state of mind—such as intention, know
ledge, good faith, negligenoe, rashness, ill-'wili or good-will to
wards any particular person *’—are relevant and may be proved ; 
•while illustration (e) of the same says that when “  A  is accused 
of defaming B by publishing an imputation intending to harm 
the reputation of B, the fact of previous publications by A res
pecting B, showing ill-will on the part of A  towards B, is rele
vant, as proving A ’s intention to harm B ’s reputation by the 
particular publication in qixestion.”  And so also it is open to 
the defence to provo the contrary, for the purpose of showing 
the absence ot any such intention.

In the Bcingabasi trial articlcB were put in on both sides, 
for these purposes. In drawing the attention of the jury to 
this Sir 0. Petheram, C. J., said:—“  The charges are based on 
the five articles which are tjic siibject of the indictment. Other 
articles have been quite properly put in during the trial, but 
no charges are laid in connection with the latter. They are 
put in, some by the prosecution, and some by the defence, to 
prove that their view of the intent of the articles charged was 
indicated in the others.”

In like manner, at the trial of Tilak {Ch. v), extracts were 
used on both sides, not only from the Keswi, but also from the 
MaJiratta of which he was also the proprietor. Not merely 
articles, bixt correspondence was thus admitted in evidence.

Justice Strachey as to this o b s e r v e d “  I do not think 
that I can exclude the evidence. As in cases of defamation, the 
proprietor and piiblisher would bo liable for articles or letters 
published by him, though purporting to bo signed by outsiders, 
and therefore I think that such contributions are admissible 
to show his intention and animus, as well as articles purporting 
to- represent the. views of the paper. It is, of course, open to 
the accuscd to put in any contributions of a different tendency
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whioil he may have published, and so to show that those put 
itt by the Crown do act tixpreas his iuteatioa.”

In the Allahabad case of Ainba Prasad (see Ch. vi) Sir John 
Edge, C. J., ia delivering the opinion of the Full Bench said ;— 
“  The inbention of a speaker, writer, or publisher, may be 
inferred from the particular speech, article, or letter, or it may 
be proved from that speech, article, or letter considered in 
conjunction with what such speaker, writer, or publisher has 
said, written, or published on another or other occasions.”  

The same rule applies when the collateral matter sought 
to be used is contained in speeches, or consists of ‘ words 
spoken ’ and not ‘ written.’

In the case of GTiidanibaram Pillai v. Emperor (32 Mad., 
p. 14-, see Gh. mi) where the objection was taken by the 
defence that such matter was irrelevant, Sir A. White, C. J., 
and Justice Miller said :—‘ ‘ We are of opinion that where 
lihere is a series of speeches or lectures on one topic, all 
delivered within a short period of time, one may be considered 
for the purpose of throwing light on the real meaning and 
intent of another, and on the state of mind of the speaker 
with reference to the object matter of the other speeches. 
This principle is recognised ia illustration (c) to section 14 of 
the Indian Evidence Act, and has been acted on in cases of 
prosecutions for sedition in all the other High Courts in India.” 
Their lordships cited the cases of the Bmgohasi, Tilak, and 
the Jugantar, already referred to.

It may be noted that the method adopted of proving such 
speeches by means of the notes of Police Officers who were 
examined as witnesses in the oaso was also approved by the 
Court. It was the same in the case of Leakut Rossem Khan 
v. Emperor (App. No. 214 of 1908), which however is un
reported (see Gli. xii). In this ease the Calcutta High Court 
made use of similar evidence for the purpose of throwing 
light on the moaning of a printed leaflet or circular. The 
appellant who was “  a well-known speech maker on Swadeshi 
and similar topics in Calcutta,”  visited Barisal in Basterfi 
Bengal, with the avowed object of circulating a printed leaflet 
among the Mahoraedans of that province, and of expounding 
to them the doctrines set forth therein. One of the doctrines
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whioli. the leaflet purported to teach was that accrading tc  
the sacred Koran Mahomedans owed no allegiance to non* 
Moslem rulers. At the appeal it was contended for the prisoner 
that the “ allegiance”  referred to was intended to mean 
merely a Bpiiitual or religious allegiance, and nothing more.

The answer to that, in the opinion of the Oourt, was con
tained in the evidence of his speeches ‘ ‘ which were certainly 
not concerned only with religious matters, in Calcutta, both 
before and after his visit to Barisal,”  and in which “ helofer
red to that visit apparently as part of the work he was then 
engaged on.”

In a more recent case, Emperor v. (lanesli Datnoda/r 
Samrhar (34 Bom., 394) the same principle has been applied to 
a book of poems, only four ol wliich formed the subject-matter 
of a charge of sedition. On appeal the contention was raised, 
on behalf of the pi-isonor that none of the four poems charged 
contained auytihing seditious. Justice Chandavarlcar said:— 
“ On examining the series of poems in the book, exhibit 6, 
containing the four poems, it appeared to us that there were 
other poems in it besides those four which throw light on the 
intent of the writer; and that, as the whole book had been 
allowed in the lower Court to go in as evidence, without any 
ob]ection, all the poems in the book could be referred to for 
the purpose of determining the intention, character, and object 
of the poems selected as the basis ol the charges. We- 
adjourned the hearing for an official tr«,nslation of the 
whole series of poems in the book into English, and also to 
enable the appellant’ s legal advisers to arguo the appeal with 
reference to the bearing oi the whole series on the poems form
ing the subject-matter of the charges.”

This principle was also applied in two other cases in the 
Calcutta High Court, viz.:— T̂he cases ol ihaJu^mtwr (35 Oal., 
946), and tho Jtungpur Baridbdha (App. No. 609 of 1910, see 
Ch. am). In the latter case three articles were made the 
imbject of the charge, whi'e six others, taken from the' same 
paper, were referred to for the purpose of throwing light oil 
the meaning of the first, and of showing tho character of the 
paper and the intention of the writer.
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lu cases when the meaniug of tho writer is veiled, as it fre
quently is, under the cloak of religious rhapsody, it is important 
to ascertain the general tone of the paper, and to see whethas 
it is really religious or not. These appear to be the rules for 
the admission of collateral matter and the purposes for which 
it may be used.

On the other hand the case of Monmohan Ghose (App_ 
No. 744 of 1910), otherwise known as the “  Karma/jogin oase,’ » 
affords an instance of the exclusion of such matter frora con
sideration. In this case the appellant who was the printer 
and publisher of a newspaper, called the Kcwmajogin, had been 
convicted by the Chief Presidency Magistrate of Calcutta under 
section 124A. The article which formed the subject of the 
charge, the publication of which was not disputed, purported 
to be “ flu open letter addressed by one Arabindo Ghose to his 
countrymen.”  For the purpose of elucidating the meaning 
of certain expressions employed in the letter it was sought, on 
behalf of the Crown, to refer to other letters or articles which 
had previously appeared in the same paper, and were alleged 
to form part of a serius of contributions on similar topics. 
These were excluded by the Court from consideration, on the 
ground, apparently, that the identity of the writer of them 
had not been established. The reasons are set forth in the 
judgment of Justice Holmwood as follows:— “ Now in this 
case although the prosecution alleged that a seiies of articles 
had been written by one individual, and had those articles pro
duced by a Police-officer who said that it was his duty to read 
them, and if objectionable to forward them to his superiors, no 
evideace was offered who that individual was, nor whether all 
the articles were by the same author.”

If, however, the rule laid down by Sir C. Petheram and 
Justice. Strachey (see ante) is to be observed, it would appear 
that, where publication is established or not denied, the only 
question left to be determined is, whether the matter published 
is in the opinion of the Court, whether judge or jury, seditious,
i.e., calculated to excite disafEeotion, or not, and this withent 
regard to its authorship. On this principle evidence was 
admitted in Tilak’ s case of collateral matter in the shape of 
oorrespondence. The learned Judge there observed;—“  Th,e



publishur would be liable for articles or letters published by 
him, though purporting to be signed by outsiders, and therefore 
I -fclunk that such contributions are admissible to show his 
intention and animus as well as articles purporting to represent 
the views of the paper.”  And so in the Bangobasi case 
(see Gh. ix), where both printer and publisher were on trial, 
Sir C. Petheram, C. J., observed that if the articles were seditious 
*fche persons who used them for the purpose of exciting disafiee- 
tion were guilty under the section—whoever the writer might 
be (see Ch, iv).

In the Kwrmajogin case, however, the learned Judge went 
on to add :—“  It was urged by the learned Advocate-General 
that these articles were admissible under sec. 15 of the Evi
dence Act for the purpose of showing that the publication of 
the article before us in this case was not accidental, but that 
has obviously nothing to do with their admissibility for the- 
purpose of showing the intention of the writer. In order to 
use them for this purpose it was necessary to show who the 
writer was, and that all the articles produced were by the 
same hand. This not having been done we are compelled 
to take the article before ub as it stands, without any of the 
informing commentaries which were sought to be drawn from 
one previous article in particular by the leai’ned Advocate- 
General.”

In view of the authorities referred to above, which have been' 
hitherto relied on, it is difficult to see why proof of the identity 
and intention of the writer should be necessary to establish the 
liability of the publisher. It is clear that, if the writer himself 
be on trial, his intention is directly in issu6, and if collateral 
matter is then sought to be used for any purpose, its authorship 
must be established, but in this case the publisher alone was 
before the Court.

It will be observed that most of the matter which has 
hitherto formed the subject of prosecutions for sedition has 
■been in the vernacular, which has necessitated the use of 
trttnslations. It is therefore desirable to note what has hoen 
said by the CoTiits on this subject.

Here again, as in so many other instances, Justice Stra- 
tthey’s memorable fcharge to the juiy in Tilak’ a case, furnishes
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most valuable 'directions. “  You have heard,”  his lordship 
said, ‘ ‘ much discussion as to the exact meaning of various 
expressions in these articles, and the best way of rendering 
certain passages into English. You must remember that ther.& 
has been a dispute about the correctness of some of the trans
lations which have been put before you. For most of you 
the documents that you have to deal with are, in their original 
form, in a foreign language. I do not intend to trouble you 
with any criticism of the various renderings which are in 
evidence. The discussions which have taken place on the sub
ject are, I assume, within your recollection. They, no doubt, 
were necessary and it is important that we should, as far as. 
possible, exactly understand the true meaning of every word. 
But it would be a great mistake to let the decision of this case 
turn upon mere verbal niceties of translation, or discussions 
as to the best English equivalents of particular Marathi terms„ 
We must look at these articles, not as grammarians or philolo
gists might do, but as the ordinary readers of the Kesan wouJd 
look at them—readers who are impressed, not by verbal 
refinements, but by the broad general drift of an article.”  

“ Two translations,”  his lordship continued, “ have 
been put before you, one of which has been called a free, and the 
other a literal translation. Both are equally official transla
tions. "What I would advise you is that whenever there is no' 
dispute about the accuracy of the free translation, where its 
rendering has not been challenged, you should be guided by 
the free translation. It is altogether a mistake to suppose that 
because a translation is literal it is more correct than the trans
lation which is called free. It does not follow that the most 
literal translation of a passage is that which best conveys its. 
meaning in English. What we want to get at is the way in 
which an ordinary reader would understand the whole article, 
and hence to gather the intention with which the article was. 
written and published. An absolutely literal translation from 
one language to another may give in the second language an 
exti'emely imperfect and really inaccurate idea of the meaning 
and spirit of the original. These documents have been trans
lated by a translator of the Court; a Hindu gentleman, whosfr 
capacity to translate cannot for one moment be doubted.
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The accuracy of his literal readering of the articles has not been 
challenged by the defence ; but the defence have found fault 
with the free trauslation as regards certain'expressions occur
ring in the articles. The free translation does not profess to 
give the abaolutely literal meaning of the words, but their 
genuine equivalents inEnglisli. As I havetiaid, "where the accu
racy of the free translation is not disputed, I  advise you to be 
guided by that; where there is any dispute I advise you to 
compare the literal with the free translation, to look at the con
text of the disputed passage, and to judge, by reference to that, 
which conveys the true meaning and intention. Again, where 
there is a conflict o f evidence as to the meaning of a particular 
■espression, I  would advise you to give, under the usual ride, 
the benefit of any reasonable doubt to tho accused.’ ’

From these observations two conclusions are clearly dedu- 
cible. One is that a translation should accurately convey the 
general sense of tho original, which is really all that is wanted; 
and the other, that a free or idiomatic translation is better cal
culated to do this than a literal one, and is therefore to be 
preferred.
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